Minutes of a Meeting of the Board of Directors
held at St Keverne School
st
on Monday 1 February, 2016 at 6.30 p.m.

MINUTES
Item
1.

2.

To be
actioned by
Present
JD
JH
TH
PM
WP
PS
CS (arrived at 7 pm)
Governors present
AG
PM
MH
AA
AF
MA
Apologies
MM
ST
SF
CS (will be late)
CH
The Board accepted the above apologies
PR
RB
CT
NW
SG
No apologies received

3.

Presentation of the report outlining the Director’s proposals for restructuring local governor representation
– Review of the Governance Structure
The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and read out the document prior to its distribution.
Before calling for any comments or questions the chair reminded the governors of the important role that they fulfil and how
valuable they are to the MAT. The Board hoped that all of the Governors would feel able to continue in their new proposed
role.
The chair opened the floor for comments & questions.
Comment – There was an immediate response from a governor who felt the report was very good and that the proposal from
the Board was exactly right.
The Chair thanked the governor and responded that the report had also been circulated to some external agencies who had
agreed that it was excellent and that the recommendations were good.
Q - Do you think it will be easier to recruit for this role rather than the role of governor?
A – It may not be. However, if parents are told that it’s a specific role and that it’s mainly for monitoring I’m hoping that
perhaps it may make it easier to recruit. It maybe that we recruit from the community rather than parents.
A discussion ensued with all in agreement that a recruitment drive should take place and any suggestions for new recruits
should be passed onto the Chair of Directors.
The HT told the group that when OfSTED visit they will ask how the MAT holds the schools to account. The easiest way to
show that they do is by producing reports of monitoring visits with firm, clear judgements. At the moment this is not
happening. It is critical that this is addressed. St Martin, Coverack and St Keverne are very short on governors and two of
these schools due inspections.
A governor commented that on doing some research she came across the term – Guardians of Standards on the DfE website –
she felt this was a very positive term and wondered if it was something we could use. The Board liked the idea of School
Guardians and as the principle role of this group is going to be monitoring they thought it might be appropriate and liked the
idea of School Guardians.

Suggestion – from a governor that from the outside the title of Director can be off putting to some people as they think of
someone in business, making money and perhaps that could be addressed by calling them Governors once new name for the
local governors had been decided.
Response from the Chair - A single academy can have a single governing body but because we are a MAT I believe that one of
the criteria from Company House is that we are called Directors. A discussion ensued and it was agreed that the Board would
look into this further.

Chair

Statement – A governor reported that whilst he felt it will be a positive move to streamline the committees he has concerns
that taking on the monitoring of 5 schools will become too onerous.
A – The Chair clarified that the suggested two representatives from each school will simply be monitoring their own school as a
general rule but may be asked to consider visiting another school if the need arises and that subjects will be monitored on a
rotational basis. The governors felt that this may make recruiting easier.
It was expressed that meeting occasionally may help the group by sharing best practice with the preparation of monitoring
reports, as would looking at past reports and the guidance of the HT and the AHT.
Q - Has any thought been given to the needs Grade Ruan, as a C of E school, in terms of governance, as during the last SIAMS
visit the question was asked how the governance of Grade Ruan School differs from the remaining four schools being that it is
a church school?
A - It may be that legally we don’t need to differentiate but in light of the SIAMS inspection comments it may be wise to
clarify our position and continue to make sure that we have a foundation governor for Grade Ruan among the School
Representatives. The Chair will look into this.
All present agreed unanimously with the proposal laid out in the report and the Chair informed them of the next steps:1) Consult with the Members - This will take place at the AGM due to take place on Wednesday, 24th February.
2) Request a significant change with the DfE.

Chair

Q - Does it have to be officially proposed by this body?
A – No, this is a consultation meeting to present the Board’s proposal. The Members will be given a copy of this report and will
be advised that there is a will to change. The rest of the process may take a while but there is nothing to stop us to starting
the recruitment process straight away.
It was agreed that absent governors will be sent a copy of the report along with the minutes of this meeting and a date and
agenda for the next meeting.

4.

The Chair thanked everyone for coming, their positive response to the report and everything that they do.
Date of next meeting
rd
Tuesday 23 February, St Martin 5.30pm
Agenda
Decide on a name for the group
Define the role of the group
Recruitment
Monitoring
It was agreed that the AHT will clerk the meeting.

Schedule of Action Points
Clarify if the term Director is a legal requirement for MAT’s
Clarify if Church schools need specific governance

__________________________________________________________
Signed by the Chair – Pam Miller

Chair/Clerk
Chair/Clerk

Date _____________________

